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About This Game

This is not a drill! I repeat: This is not a drill! Suit up, strap in, and start blasting! Operation Zenodyne-R starts here!

Zenodyne R is a new 90s-style shoot-'em-up game filled with YM2612 music and real Blast Processing action, where your
reflexes and patience will be tested in their entirety!

Comes with all the features you may enjoy, like:

- 2 difficulty settings offering a different experience (as of v1.04)

- 6 stages that keep raising the bar!

- 5 unique ships with different pilots and playing styles!

- Unlockables that you unlock by gaining Tech Points from clearing stages.
Gain even more Tech Points by going the high road, if you are ready.

Unlock ships, pilot biographies, lore, and even extra credits!

- Branching paths that increase more than the difficulty!

- Blast Processing bullet patterns!
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- A 25 track YM2612 soundtrack by Hal "HeavyViper" Binderman

Controls (default, can be rebinded)

Arrows - movement

Z - Shot

X - Bomb!

Shift - Altfire!
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Title: Zenodyne R
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Team Grybanser Fox
Publisher:
Team Grybanser Fox
Franchise:
Zenodyne
Release Date: 29 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista and higher

Processor: 1,8 Ghz Single Core Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Pixel and Vertex Shader 2.0

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: May not run correctly with Intel HD integrated graphics units.

English
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https://youtu.be/tDhtdcjohkk

By dropping into the story without a preamble or setup to the protagonist the narrative fails to hook players. Puzzle design is not
able to make up for this shortcoming.. Nice story based on Michel Ardan's voyages.
The game play is simple, but not always intuitive.
Some puzzle demand more thinking and intuitions then others.
I had fun and recommend this game, especially if you want something more challenging then normal puzzle games.
This is an adventure and you need to learn how things work.. great game! nice to play on you spare time and if you have a
vive/oculus you can play with VR! its so realistic!. So, Yes... I downloaded this game to play and play... But only crashes and
have lots of bugs... BUT YEAH! They counted my defeats (every game I play, cuz i can't finish them) on the REAL
COMPANY OF HEROES!! UNISTALL until it's fixed!. 1 word : "Dead". 4PM is like a hangover without the fun of the party
beforehand. It's short, disorienting experience that is, at times, physically painful to play. This appears to be entirely what the
developer set out to do, but it's just not for me.. LOVE this game! Tremendous visuals and the soundtrack in real pleasant and
nonintrusive.
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I was looking for this game a few months ago and I saw it on steam by chance. Nostalgia away!. Dynamite Jack feels like a
finnish homebrew from the nineties. I wager that this was a game that was made technology first, design later. The story is
slapped on, the art direction is nonexistent, the levels are simple and uninteresting and the game introduces pretty much all of its
few features in the first couple of levels. I see no reason to recommend nor play Dynamite Jack.. Almost as if the Gradius
creators had made a tribute to their own game and decided to make it better in some ways, as the power up collection system
adds a whole new dimension to the gameplay. Perfect music on top of Perfect everything, now with selectable difficulty so
anyone can enjoy.. I gotta say, that if I don't count "Bientot lete", this might be the weirdest game I've ever played, atmosphere
isn't really bad tho. But I'm kinda glad I got it from random Steam key, because I wouldn't spend 5 EUR for a game like this.
Although, I still recommend it for people who like really weird and art things.. I don't know when I got this game, or how much
I paid for it. You may notice I've only played 12 minutes of this, and this is due to the fact I have a very robust laptop, problem
is this game CHUGS whenever you are in motion, and its so bad that it actively hurts to play it for me. I've seen bad but this is
like 10 fps or worse BAD. AVOID THIS GAME. this game put the word "retro" and "nostalgie" into the WHOLE "new" Level,
honestly.

An 8-way (arena) shooter with all other extras, cool story, great old styled (VERY old styled) grafic and chip tunes...AND
EVEN A C64 (/spectrum) STYLED LOADING SCREEN....

honestly, players who loves the REAL good old times of gaming even before the NES-era will love this.. A great interactive
choose your own adventure story with a unique style. Worth it 100%. First, runs smoothly under Windows 10 and no bugs seen
yet. Good steamversion.
I played it Offsteam many hours, now I finished it via Steam too and needed >40 hours for a walkthrough. It is much faster
possible, but I enjoyed it more, with a relaxed playstyle.

Still best Cultures game.
Good ambience and not too childish. It's cute.
Really worth it, if you like Settlers in general.

Improvements in gameplay to its predecessor. Like, you can predetermine the number of your desired children. ^^
Or you can easily equip many soldiers with less clicks.
In short version, less micromanagement, more control in lesser time.

Only a minus point for the limited difficulty. Very easy, easy and normal. (Young players are target)
Even on normal you have mostly endless time, to build your village and discover the surroundings. The solo-hero-dungeon-parts
are, in camparison, challenging, but I wish the economy part too.
Like faster food consumption and fewer chests and maybe aging of your population.

It is a german game and I played in german language, therefore I can't say much about other languages and theire voice acting
(in video) and tutorial.
But it seems, that the tutorial in other languages isn't so good, like in the original.

For me a must play classic game, especially for young players.

PS:
(Btw, I hope for the Settler games in steam, especially the first 3 parts and the remastered scond part)
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